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SCHOOL
ACCREDITATION
On May 11, 2021, SLCA received its
accreditation from Ai & NCPSA! A
special thanks to the SLCA team,
parents, and students for all the
hard work, dedication, and
participation to make this possible.
This accreditation will allow us to
continue to serve more students!

AUTISM
AWARENESS
CONFERENCE
In April, SLCA held its first
Autism Awareness Conference.
The conference was student-led
by a student with autism and his
parents. The parents and student
shared valuable information
regarding important facts,
gifting's, challenges, and tools
that uniquely affect and support
those with autism.

VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP TO THE MOON
In April, we imagined that we were astronauts as we buckled up
and took a trip to the moon! First, we stopped off at the
International Space Station so that we could take a rest on our
journey to the moon. We learned what it was like for astronauts to
wash their hair, wet a washcloth, exercise, prepare something to
eat in the space kitchen and use the bathroom while on the
International Space Station. From there we continued traveling to
the moon, some of us got space sickness! After 3 days, we finally
made it to the moon and it is fun to “walk and jump” around on
the surface of the moon. We enjoyed our visit until we started
receiving messages from our parents to return back to earth, so we
said our goodbyes to the moon and blasted off back home to
earth!

A NOTE FROM
THE PARENT:
A parent shared that once she
accepted her son with autism for
who he really is, she was able to
see strengths and beauty she
hadn't seen before. He suddenly
made sense to her. Moreover,
once she understood the things
he struggled with, it made every
milestone that much more
significant. It has been such a joy
to celebrate his achievements!

A TEACHER'S
REFLECTION:

CRAFT DAYS, VIRTUAL FIELD
TRIPS, NEW LANGUAGES AND
ADVENTURES!
May was a month filled with special events such as craft days (i.e.,
mother’s day crafts and toilet paper roll crafts), virtual field trips and
adventures. We went on a virtual cave adventure where we learned
about what it is like in a cave, what lives there, and much more. Another
day, we “hopped” aboard the Safari Shuttle to explore the Melbourne
Zoo in Australia. What a fun experience as we both saw and learned
about a large selection of Australia’s wildlife! Additional adventures
students virtually explored included Paris, France, the Philippines, and
South Korea just to name a few. SLCA leaders were able to share from
personal experiences what it's like to live in these cultures! Students and
staff enjoyed as Ms. Anna taught us the basics of the Korean alphabet
and some basic everyday phrases! Science experiments gave students
the experience to make elephant toothpaste, grow crystals, set off
rockets and mix slime!
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I am really grateful for the
wonderful year with each child
and parent that has come to
SLCA! We have been very blessed
and thankful for all the students'
hard work this year while
working diligently at home
through this distance learning
journey. Parents have been so
faithful to be there day in and day
out, to support their child
through all of the struggles and
emotions of not being in school
face to face, for this I am truly
grateful! We will never forget the
memories we all made during
this first school year at SLCA!
Everyone’s flexibility,
encouragement, and patience was
incredible. I know that God has
more in store for Servant Leaders
Christian Academy and I am
excited to be a part of it!

Character
Training
Character Training
this trimester included
learning about the
armor of God,
understanding what
integrity is and how
we practice it,
developing self control,
and the power of the
tongue.
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PARENT PROFILE
INTERVIEW:

STUDENT STORY (A SHARK STORY)
One of our SLCA students adores sharks and has shared many play
shark stories throughout the school year. Recently, his mother shared a
story regarding how her son (who has autism) has a fear of doing things
apart from his play sharks, especially, outside of the home. One day her
son came to her and said, “I feel that I have become obsessed with
sharks and there are “chains” that are holding me to them.” I feel that
God is telling me I need to be released from them. I need to get rid of
the sharks. So they did it! It was not easy but her son was obedient to
what the Lord was asking for him to do.

Mr. and Mrs. Wasser appreciate
that SLCA creates a fun and
interactive learning environment.
Their kids do not get bored with
about seven hours of intense
learning but have so much fun
with their teachers. They also
really appreciate that the SLCA
teachers take their time with
individual students to help them
grow as a whole child. For
example, if their kids strike out
on something, the teachers are
there to redirect and guide the
kids, as well as help their kids to
learn better from their mistakes.
Lastly, they also love that SLCA
leadership and teachers
encourage parents to be involved
in their children’s learning
process. They count on SLCA as
their family.

I Can Serve
Initiative Serving Projects!
Students also demonstrated their
growth in serving by participating
in various service projects
throughout their local
community. Some projects
included: assisting with the family
garden project, helping a
neighbor who was putting in their
fence, cleaning out a garage, yard
work, and helping someone pack
their home so that they could
move. We are very grateful for
our servant leaders who stepped
up and were eager to serve those
in need!
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